Conference Sponsors

Our sincere thanks to the businesses, organizations and individuals who helped make this conference possible through their generous donations and support.

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Supporting Sponsors

Korea Alumni Donors & Supporters

PARK Myung-Seok
KIM AeSil
KIM Gyung Ran
LEE Jeong Taik

CHUNG Woo Taik
KIM Ho Jin
MENG Kwang-ho
KIM Byung Soo

KIM Won Nyon
SONG Wie Sub
OH In Whan
SON Jung Sik

KIM Kwang Doo
AHN Choong Yong
LEE Kwang Suck
SHIN Young Soo

KIM Yoon Hyung
CHO Eun Young
LEE Jeong Sik
PARK Dong Un

KIM Hee Sik
KOH Ji Moon
JOH Hak Kuk
SHIN Ho Hyun

PAIK Young Chul
WANG Yen Kyun
YANG Byoung-Moo
KIM Chang Seok

YANG Sung Chul
LEE Gun Won
JUNG Hee Nam
CHOI KyungSoo

KIM Choong Bae
KANG Shin Pyo
YOO Kil Sang
CHOI Kwi Sook

LEE Young Ok
KONG Jung Ja
CHOO Soon Sik
LEE Keun Moo

KANG Eung Seon
KOO Sung Yul
LEE Seon